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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we discuss linear time-invariant systems in which the input
u and output y are ideally related by a convolution with the impulse
response h; that is,
y=h V u. (1)
For discrete time systems, Eq. (1) is to be interpreted as
y(t)= :
t
k=0
h(k) u(t&k), t=0, 1, 2, ...,
and in continuous time Eq. (1) is to be understood to mean
y(t)=|
t
{=0
h({) u(t&{) d{, t0.
The aim of systems identification is to provide a model of a linear
system, that is, an estimate of h, based on incomplete and inaccurate infor-
mation about its behavior: in this paper the information will consist of
inputoutput measurements. That is, the true relation between the chosen
input u and the measured output y is given by
y=h V u+’, (2)
where ’ is a disturbance term. This term can arise in many ways: for
example, it can represent small nonlinearities or time-varying effects (that
is, y=h V u+’(u)) or it can be caused by simple measurement errors
(often called ‘‘noise’’ in this context).
Two approaches to identification are established in the literature. First,
there is the stochastic approach, which obtains a model for the system
whose reliability depends on certain probabilistic assumptions on the dis-
turbance ’. For this we refer the reader to the book by Ljung [7], for
example.
Second, there is the approach taken in this paper, which is deterministic
and is referred to in the literature as ‘‘robust,’’ ‘‘worst case,’’ or ‘‘set mem-
bership’’ identification. Here the general assumption is that the disturbance
term is small, that the unknown system h lies in some prescribed model set
M, and that an estimate h* is made on the basis of a finite number of out-
put values y and the known input signal u. The books of Partington [12],
Sa nchezPen~ a and Sznaier [14], and Chen and Gu [1] discuss this
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approach in various levels of detail. The survey articles [8] and [9] may
also be consulted. We shall present notions which originate in the general
theory of information-based complexity theory (IBC), for which the
standard text is due to Traub et al. [15]; in particular, the ideas of central
and interpolatory algorithms are important in our work. We refer the
reader to [6, 2] for examples of their use in the context of time-domain
identification. The books [12], [14], and [1] cite other relevant articles.
Recently, the worst-case approach has been considered in a context in
which the noise is not necessarily bounded (more precisely, in which the
size of the noise is not measured by its maximum amplitude); this permits
one to allow for so-called outliers, and we refer the reader to [13] for
details.
The fundamental question that we address in this paper is that of iden-
tifiability. A precise definition is given in Section 2, where we review the
general theory of model sets and estimation from data: informally, iden-
tifiability expresses exactly that property of a model set M which makes it
reasonable to use it as the a priori assumption on the system in a deter-
ministic identification experiment, namely, that it is possible to estimate
elements of M to any specific accuracy in an identification experiment,
provided that the disturbance term is sufficiently small. That is, we are
analyzing the conditions that guarantee that worst-case identification is
possible within a given model set.
Worst-case identification has been studied in a variety of settings involv-
ing both discrete and continuous systems and various time-domain and
frequency-domain based norms. This paper should be seen as a sequel to
[4], which treated analogous problems in the rather simpler framework of
discrete-time systems theory.
Section 2 is largely expository and reviews known results. In Section 3
we analyze the question of identifiability for continuous-time systems using
all the norms commonly encountered in systems theory, namely, the time-
domain L p norms and frequency-domain H p norms for 1 p. The
main result of the paper, Theorem 3.2, gives an easily-tested necessary and
sufficient condition for a model set to be identifiable. This is illustrated by
an example. Finally, in Section 4 some conclusions are drawn.
2. IDENTIFIABILITY
In this section we recall the framework for worst-case identification in
arbitrary model sets, as presented in [4]. Most of the notions we shall
review are standard and can be found in the survey articles [8, 9] and the
book [12], for example.
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Suppose that X is a normed linear space and that .1 , .2 , ..., .N are
continuous linear functionals on X. Suppose also that
yk=.k (h)+’k and |’k |$ for 1kN, (3)
where h is an unknown element of a given subset M of X. The aim is to
estimate h on the basis of the noisy observations yk of the functional values
.k (h). Problems of this type have been studied in [11].
The feasibility set S(., y, $) contains all elements of M that satisfy (3)
for some noise term ’=(’1 , ’2 , ..., ’N) and hence are consistent with the
data y=( y1 , y2 , ..., yN), the finite set .=(.1 , .2 , ..., .N) of test func-
tionals, and the noise bound $. Thus
S(., y, $)=[h$ # M : | yk&.k (h$)|$ for 1kN].
The elements of S(., y, $) are the possible candidates for the true system
response, and hence the size of this set determines the bounds for the
worst-case identification error. Recall that the diameter and radius of a
subset K of the normed space X are defined by
diam K= sup
x1, x2 # K
&x1&x2& and rad K= inf
c # X
sup
x # K
&x&c&.
A point c # X for which supx # K &x&c&=rad K is called a center of K.
The diameter and radius are related by the inequalities
1
2 diam Krad Kdiam K.
Since each element of S(., y, $) is a candidate for h, any bound for the
set of possible identification errors &h&h*& must be at least as large as
rad S(., y, $). This lower limit is achieved if h* is a center of S(., y, $),
and algorithms that produce such estimates are called central. If h* is given
by an interpolatory algorithm, that is, h* # S(., y, $), then diam S(., y, $)
is a bound for the set of possible identification errors. Also, diam S(., y, $)
is the smallest bound that works for all interpolatory algorithms. For this
reason we regard diam S(., y, $) as a measure of the local worst-case iden-
tification error. It is local in the sense that it is a bound for the identifica-
tion error that applies for a given set of output data y.
The (global) worst-case identification error E(., $), for a given set of test
functionals . and a noise bound $, is the supremum of the local worst-case
errors, taken over all possible output data y. Thus
E(., $)= sup
y # CN
diam S(., y, $). (4)
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We say that . is a ($, {)-identifying set for M if E(., $){ and that M is
identifiable if for each {>0 there is a finite ($, {)-identifying set for M for
some $>0. In other words, M is identifiable if it is possible to estimate
elements of M to any specified accuracy using any interpolatory algorithm
and noisy outputs of a finite set of test functionals, provided only that the
noise is sufficiently small.
We recall that a model set M is absolutely convex if *1 f1+*2 f2 # M
whenever f1 and f2 # M and |*1|+|*2 |1. For absolutely convex model
sets the feasibility set S(., 0, $), which consists of all elements of M con-
sistent with the zero noisy response to the functionals .k , is greatest in
diameter. So if M is absolutely convex then E(., $)=diam S(., 0, $), as
noted in [4]. Furthermore, in this case S(., 0, $) is also absolutely convex,
and so
diam S(., 0, $)=2 rad S(., 0, $)=2 sup[&h&: h # S(., 0, $)].
This leads to the following useful criterion for identifiability in absolutely
convex model sets.
Lemma 2.1 [4]. Linear functionals .1 , .2 , ..., .N form a ($, {)-identify-
ing set for the absolutely convex model set M if and only if
sup
1kN
|.k (h)|$ for each h # M{ , (5)
where M{=[h # M : &h&={].
We say that a finite set (.1 , .2 , ..., .N) satisfying (5) is a ($, {)-cover for
M. Clearly each ($, {)-identifying set for M is a ($, {)-cover for M, and by
Lemma 2.1 the converse is also true if M is absolutely convex. The follow-
ing result is a generalization of Lemma 2.1 that applies to model sets that
are not necessarily absolutely convex. For any model set M we write M*
for the set
M*=[(x& y)2 : x, y # M].
Note that M=M* if M is absolutely convex.
Lemma 2.2 [5]. Each ($, {)-cover for M* is a ($, 2{)-identifying set
for M.
The following theorem describes the relationship between compactness
and identifiability in closed, absolutely convex model sets. We remind the
reader that in a metric space a compact set is one in which every sequence
has a convergent subsequence with a limit in the set: thus the identifiability
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condition below can be expressed as saying that every bounded sequence
in M has a convergent subsequence. Although this condition holds in any
finite-dimensional normed space, our model sets will typically not be con-
tained in any finite-dimensional space, and thus the question of compact-
ness is nontrivial.
Theorem 2.1 [4]. An absolutely convex subset M of a normed space is
identifiable if and only if each closed and bounded subset of M is compact.
An easy modification establishes the following criterion for identifiability
of model sets which are not absolutely convex.
Theorem 2.2 [4]. A subset M of a normed space is identifiable if each
closed and bounded subset of M* is compact.
Let us now review a problem of more practical interest in the identifica-
tion of discrete-time systems, where the functionals used for identification
are of the form .0 , .1 , ..., .N&1 , where for each h # M and 0k<N,
.k (h)=(u V h)(k)= :
k
j=0
u(k& j) h( j),
and where u is a chosen input signal. We say that M is V-identifiable if M
is identifiable using such a restricted set of linear functionals. The following
simple condition on the norm of the underlying space X ensures that iden-
tifiability and V -identifiability of absolutely convex subsets of X are equiv-
alent. We remind the reader that if & }&1 and & }&2 are two norms on a space
X, then & }&1 is said to induce a finer topology than & }&2 when the identity
mapping
i : (X, & }&1)  (X, & }&2)
is continuous.
Theorem 2.3 [4]. Suppose that X is a normed subspace of l and that
the norm topology on X is finer than the topology induced by the -norm.
Suppose also that M is an absolutely convex subset of X. Then M is V -iden-
tifiable if and only if each closed and bounded subset of M is compact.
Again, there is a version for sets which are not necessarily absolutely
convex.
Theorem 2.4 [4]. Suppose that X is a normed subspace of l and that
the norm topology on X is finer than the topology induced by the -norm.
Then a subset M of X is V -identifiable if each closed and bounded subset of
M* is compact.
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In particular, the theorems above apply to X=l p (Z+) or H p (D) for
1 p.
3. THE CONTINUOUS-TIME CASE
Our signal spaces now are to be specified on [0, ), and the functionals
used for identification are to be of the form .T where, for each h # M,
.T (h)=(u V h)(T )=|
T
0
u(T&t) h(t) dt, (6)
for some T>0 and for some chosen input signal u. Again we say that M
is V -identifiable if M is identifiable using a finite set of such functionals.
Let h be the impulse response of a stable system and h its transfer
function, given formally by
h (s)=|

0
h(t) e&st dt,
for s lying in the open right half plane C+ . We shall assume that h is real-
valued on [0, ) for physical reasons. It follows that h is symmetric, in the
sense that h (s )=h (s) for all s # C+ . More generally, we shall say that a
complex-valued function f, whose domain dom f is a subset of C, is sym-
metric if
s # dom f and f (s )=f (s) for all s # dom f.
For each 1 p, we define an L p space of systems as a linear set
of real-valued functions h # L p [0, ). Similarly, an H p space of systems is
a linear set of real-valued functions h defined on [0, ) for which
h # H p (C+). We shall also impose restrictions on our input functions,
again for physical reasons. We shall assume that each input function is
real-valued, compactly supported, and piecewise continuous (i.e., con-
tinuous everywhere, except possibly for finitely many jump discontinuities).
Let U0 denote the set of all such functions. We write U for our space of
possible inputs, and it will depend on X. If X is an L p space of systems,
we take U=U0 . If X is an H p space of systems, then U consists of all func-
tions u # U0 for which u^ # Hq. Here, and always, q is the conjugate index to
p, i.e., 1p+1q=1. In particular, in the case that X is an H space of
systems the functions in U are continuous on [0, ).
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Lemma 3.1. Let 1 p. Let h # L p or h # H p, and let u # U. Then the
function u V h is continuous on [0, ). Moreover, if X is an L p or H p space
of systems, then the functionals .T given by (6) are uniformly bounded on X
independently of T.
Proof. We begin with the case in which X is an L p space of systems. An
easy estimate using Ho lder’s inequality shows that u V h is continuous;
moreover, &u V h&&u&q &h&p , again by Ho lder’s inequality.
To analyze the H p case, we adopt the notation uT for the function
defined on R by
uT (t)={u(T&t)0
if tT,
if t>T,
so that
(u V h)(T )=(uT , h)=
1
2?
(u^T , h ) ,
where the hats now denote the bilateral Laplace transform. This means
that h has the same meaning as before and lies in H p, since h is supported
on [0, ), whereas
u^T (s)=|

&
uT (t) e&st dt=e&sTu^(&s).
This shows that &u^T&Lq(iR)=&u^&H q , and so &u V h& 12? &u^&H q &h &H p .
Moreover, the mapping T [ (u V h)(T ) is continuous, by the Dominated
Convergence Theorem, since the mapping T  u^T (s) h (s) is continuous for
each s # iR and |u^T (s) h (s)| is independent of T and lies in L1 (iR) by
Ho lder’s inequality. This completes the proof.
To analyze the question of V -identifiability, we shall construct appro-
priate functionals on X, given by convolution with input functions in U.
Theorem 3.1. Let X be an L p or H p space of systems, for some
1 p: then there is a constant A>1 such that, for each h # X, there is
an integer T1 and a function u # U, supported on [0, 2T], such that the
functional . # X*, given by
.(g)=|
T
0
u(T&t) g(t) dt for g # X, (7)
satisfies &.&A and .(h)=&h&.
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Proof. The key to the arguments below is that without loss of
generality we can take h in any suitable dense subspace of the space X;
furthermore, we may also approximate any given functional in X*
arbitrarily closely by a functional from an appropriate dense subspace
of X*.
(i) We begin with the L p case, with 1 p. Choose any A>1
and h # X. Then by standard density theorems there exist v # U and a
positive integer T, such that
&v&q<A and |
T
0
h(t) v(t) dt=&h&,
where 1p+1q=1. Let u(t)=v(T&t) for t>0. Then u # U, and the
corresponding linear functional . given by (7) has the required properties.
(ii) Now suppose that X is an H p space of systems, with 1 p<,
and that h # X. Choose any =>0. By standard L p&Lq duality arguments
there exists a function !0 # Lq (iR) such that
&!0&Lq(iR)<1+= and (h , !0) =|

&
h (iy) !0 (iy) dy=&h &H p . (8)
Since h is symmetric, we may assume that !0 is also symmetric. Further-
more, in the case p=1 we may also choose !0 to be continuous and
tending to zero at \i. We can next approximate !0 arbitrarily closely in
Lq norm by a strictly proper, symmetric, rational function !1 # Lq (iR) and
suppose that (8) holds with !1 replacing !0 . Since 1<q we can use the
Riesz projection, replacing !1 with its strictly proper causal part ‘1 , to
obtain a symmetric rational function ‘1 # Hq such that
(’, ‘1)=(’, !1)
for all ’ # H p and with &‘1&X*<(1+=). We do not require an upper bound
on &‘1&H q , indeed none exists for q=.
Let v1 denote the inverse Laplace transform of ‘1 , and define v=KTv1 ,
where
KT (t)=/[&T, T] (t)(1&|t|T )
and where T is a suitably chosen positive real number. It is easy to check
that
K T (s)=
2(cosh sT&1)
s2T
, for all s # C+ .
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So K T is a symmetric, bounded approximate identity. Furthermore,
K T # H1, and since v^=K T V v^1=K T V ‘1 it follows that v^ # H q. We choose
T large enough so that (8) holds with v^ replacing !0 ; that is,
&v^&Hq<1+= and (h , v^)=|

&
h (iy) v^(iy) dy=&h &H p . (9)
Finally, we set u(t)=2?v(T&t) for t>0. Clearly, u is supported on
[0, 2T], and since u^(s)=2?e&sTv^(&s) it follows that u # U. We shall show
that the corresponding linear functional . given by (7) has the required
properties.
First we note that Parseval’s identity holds, namely, that for g # X,
.(g)=2? |
T
0
g(t) v(t) dt=|

&
g^(i* y) v^(i* y) dy=(g^, v^).
This is easily established for g^ # H 2; the extension in general requires
standard limiting arguments which we shall omit. In particular, .(h)=
(h , v^)=&h &H p , by (9). Furthermore,
.(g)=( g^, v^) =( g^, K T V ‘1)=(K T V g^, ‘1) ,
and since the H1 norm of K T does not depend on T, it follows that
&.&&‘1&/* &K T&1<(1+=) &K T&1 .
(iii) Finally, we consider the case where X is an H space of
systems. Here we must use entirely different arguments, since the Riesz
projection of a rational L1 function such as 1(s2&1) is not even in H1.
Choose any =>0. Since the H  norm is the operator norm of a multi-
plication operator on H2, we can find T>0 and functions v^, w^ # H2, which
can be taken to be Laplace transforms of real-valued functions v, w in
L2 (0, T ), such that
&v^&H 2<1+=, &w^&H2<1+=, and (h v^, w^) =&h&H .
Let us adopt the notation vT (t)=v(T&t), as before, so that v^T (s)=
e&sTv^(&s). We define u=2?(vT V w)2T . Then u # C[0, 2T ) and
u^(s)=2?e&2sTv^T (&s) w^(&s)=2?v^(s) w^T (s) # H 1.
It follows that
u^T (iy)=e&iyTu^(&iy)=2?e&iyv^(&iy) w^T (&iy)=2?v^(&iy) w^(iy),
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and so for each g # X,
.(g)=(g V u)(T )=|
T
0
u(T&t) g(t) dt=(g, uT)
=
1
2? |

&
g^(iy) uT (iy) dy=|

&
g^(iy) v^(iy) w^(iy) dy=( g^v^, w^).
Finally the functional .(g)=(g V u)(T ) has norm at most (1+=)2 on H ,
but .(h)=&h& ; this establishes the theorem:
We now argue along the lines of [4] to show that a finite number of
convolution functionals of the form (6) can be approximated by convolu-
tion functionals arising from a single input in U.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that K is a compact subset of X, that =>0, and
that 91 , ..., 9K are continuous linear functionals of the form
9k ( f )=(uk V f )(Tk), for each f # X,
where uk # U and Tk>0 for each 1kK. Then there is a function u # U
and 0<{1< } } } <{k , such that
|(u V h)({k)&9k (h)|<= for all h # K and 1kK.
Proof. We use induction on K; the case K=1 is immediate. Suppose
now that we have found v # U and {1< } } } <{K&1 such that
|(v V h)({k)&9k (h)|<= for all h # K and 1kK.
Let Tu=sup supp uK and Tv=sup supp v. Then, since the functionals
5n : h [ (v V h)(n) (n # N) are uniformly bounded on X, by Lemma 3.1, and
hence are equicontinuous on K, we may apply the Arzela Ascoli theorem
to deduce that at least one of the sets
7n=[m # N: sup
h # K
|5m (h)&5n (h)|<=2],
say 7r , is infinite. So if l, m # 7r , then |(v V h)(l)&(v V h)(m)|<= for all
h # K. Let S# denote the right shift
S# ( f )(t)={f (t&#)0
if t#,
if t<#.
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We now define
u=v&Sl&mv+Sl&Tk uK , (10)
where we choose l, m # 7r such that the three terms on the right-hand side
of (10) have disjoint supports. To do this we need only ensure that
l&m>Tv and l&Tk>l&m+Tv ; i.e., m>Tk+Tv and l>m+Tv . Now
take {K=l, so u # U, (u V h)({k)=(v V h)({k) for 1k<K, and
(u V h)({K)=(v V h)(l)&(v V h)(m)+(uK V h)(Tk).
So
|(u V h)({K)&9k (h)|<=,
and the result follows by induction.
Theorem 3.2. Let X be an L p or H p space of systems, for some
1 p. Suppose that M is an absolutely convex subset of X. Then M is
V-identifiable if and only if each closed and bounded subset of M is compact.
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 2.1 it is enough to show that if each M{ is
compact then M is V -identifiable. Let A be the constant appearing in
Theorem 3.1. Given that M{ is compact, we take 0<$<{2 and let
=={&2$. Since M{ is relatively compact, there is a finite =A-net
[g1 , ..., gN] in M{ . By Theorem 3.1, there are U-convolution functionals
.1 , ..., .N on X, each with norm at most A, such that .k (gk)=&gk&={
for 1kN. Let h # M{ and choose k so that &gk&h&<=A. Then
|.k (h)||.k (gk)|&|.k (gk&h)|>{&A=A=2$.
Using Lemma 3.2, with K=M{ and ==$, we obtain (5) by using func-
tionals of the form (6) for a single input u. Hence M is V-identifiable.
A similar argument gives the following result.
Corollary 3.1. Let X be an L p or H p space of systems, for some
1 p. Suppose that M is a subset of X. Then M is V -identifiable if each
closed and bounded subset of M* is compact.
The compactness conditions of Theorem 3.2 may be checked using
various characterizations of compact sets in L p that can be found in [3].
Note that, since H p (C+) can naturally be regarded as a closed subspace of
L p (iR), a similar characterization applies in the frequency domain. The
following examples illustrate this.
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Example 3.1. We use the above results to give examples of model sets
which are V -identifiable and non-V -identifiable. The following examples are
based on some remarks in [10], although we go beyond the discussion
there.
Let X=L1 (0, ), the space of bounded inputbounded output (BIBO)
stable convolution kernels, and consider the following candidates for model
sets. We consider impulse responses with a uniform degree of continuity
and a fixed decay rate at infinity. Let C, $>0 be fixed, and write
M1=[ f # X : | f (s)& f (t)|$ |s&t|, | f (t)|C(1+t), for all s, t0].
M2=[ f # X : | f (s)& f (t)|$ |s&t|, | f (t)|C(1+t)2, for all s, t0].
Now we conclude that M1 is not V-identifiable, since it is possible to con-
struct a bounded sequence of functions in M1 with no convergent sub-
sequence: indeed, they can be chosen to have an L1-norm equal to one
and to be supported on disjoint intervals tending to infinity. On the other
hand, the extra decay rate required in M2 is enough to ensure V -iden-
tifiability. This is because any sequence in M2 has a convergent sub-
sequence. It is not difficult to prove this directly or to deduce it from the
compactness criteria given in [3].
4. CONCLUSION
The ultimate aim of control-oriented identification is to provide a model
of the system that can be used in further applications, such as disturbance
rejection and tracking problems. For this, the model should be close to the
true system in a sense suitable for control synthesis.
The fundamental question of whether a model set M is suitable for use
in a set membership identification experiment is the question of whether
sufficiently accurate measurements of data describing the system permit one
to obtain an arbitrarily good approximation to the unknown system, given
the a priori information that it lies in the model set M.
Assuming that the norm used to quantify the modeling error is either a
time-domain L p norm or a frequency-domain H p normand, in practice,
the cases L1, L2 (equivalent to H2), and H  are by far the most impor-
tantthen the viability of the model set is easily described in terms of com-
pactness criteria.
To a certain extent the calculations in Section 3 are constructive in
nature: they decide whether a model set is identifiable by indicating how to
construct a plausible identifying input u. Questions of sample complexity
naturally arise here as one attempts to perform identification as efficiently
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as possible. Naturally, other criteria influence the choice of input, apart
from the efficiency of identification: for example, a rapidly-changing input
may lead to component wear or other undesirable side effects. However, it
is necessary to decide first whether there is any feasible input for a given
model set before attempting to choose an optimal one, and this is the
question analyzed above.
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